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The quantum self-organization algorithm model of wise knowledge 
base design for intelligent fuzzy controllers with required robust level 
considered. Background of the model is a new model of quantum inference 
based on quantum genetic algorithm. Quantum genetic algorithm applied 
on line for the quantum correlation’s type searching between unknown 
solutions in quantum superposition of imperfect knowledge bases of 
intelligent controllers designed on soft computing. Disturbance conditions 
of analytical information-thermodynamic trade-off interrelations between 
main control quality measures (as new design laws) discussed in Part I. 
The smart control design with guaranteed achievement of these trade-
off interrelations is main goal for quantum self-organization algorithm 
of imperfect KB. Sophisticated synergetic quantum information effect 
in Part I (autonomous robot in unpredicted control situations) and II 
(swarm robots with imperfect KB exchanging between “master - slaves”) 
introduced: a new robust smart controller on line designed from responses 
on unpredicted control situations of any imperfect KB applying quantum 
hidden information extracted from quantum correlation. Within the toolkit 
of classical intelligent control, the achievement of the similar synergetic 
information effect is impossible. Benchmarks of intelligent cognitive 
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1. Introduction
According to the definition of modern control prob-
lems, the achievement of required robustness property for 
a complex ill-defined control object models is possible 
with applying the computational intelligence toolkit. The 
goal of this article is the description of the applied aspects 
of developed intelligent design technology of robust 
knowledge bases (KB) [1-7] using the information synergy 
effects of quantum knowledge self-organization[2] in 
unpredicted and risk control conditions [5]. 
Physical extractable maximal amount work and the in-
formation source correlation between the system and the 
memory. The maximal amount work extractable from the 
system is bound by the nonequilibrium free energy change 
[8,9]. Entropy and correlation reversely related. Work can 
be extracted from the correlation between subsystems and 
the mutual memory of correlations [10]. Dissipative infor-
mation amount characterizes a waste of such correlation 
work. Thus, positive quantum dissipative information 
characterizes a potential work waste and the information 
related to the environments is considered as lost. The 
Copyright
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conditional mutual information can be regarded as a part 
of the entropy production. The conditional free energy is 
equal to the maximal extractable work from the system 
given the memory information amount. In other words, 
more work can be extracted from the correlation between 
the system and the memory if the correlation is accessible 
[11]. Considered statements are the physical source back-
ground for design of considered quantum algorithm based 
on work done applying extractable hidden quantum infor-
mation amount from classical control states. 
Information-thermodynamic background of self-orga-
nization quantum algorithm. Classical states of dynamic 
processes include hidden quantum information that con-
sidered as additional information source for the compensa-
tion of value work waste. It is possible produce additional 
control action with extractable work and hidden quantum 
amount information in classical states is the resource of 
this value work. Information is physical and applied for 
the implementation of self-organization processes in intel-
ligent control system using quantum - classical correlation 
between classical states. Four statements from quantum 
information theory and quantum thermodynamics are 
applied in this developed approach: 1) minimum entropy 
production rate principle of the system “control object + 
intelligent controller” that quadrantes the achievement of 
control goal with minimum of work waste in control ob-
ject and in intelligent controller; 2) minimum information 
entropy principle for design intelligent cognitive control-
ler that required minimum of initial information for  intel-
ligent controller action; 3) the amount of the work wasted 
on the extraction of hidden quantum information is less 
than the amount of work done on the received extracted 
quantum hidden information; and 4) the solution problem 
search of maximum extractable value work identical to a 
search of the minimum wasted entropy done on this work 
extraction. (see in details Appendix 1 [4-12]). 
The article task (as the continuation of [1-7]) is the de-
scription of the IT-design processing a robust sophisti-
cated KB of intelligent cognitive controller that produces 
control force that is satisfied to these requirements. 
2. Problem Statement: Main Tasks
The development and applications computational intel-
ligence toolkit is the background of the end-to-end qua-
ntum computing technology [2,5,13]. As a consequence, 
one of subproblems is the creation for practical quantum 
algorithm realization (in on line) the process correction of 
time-dependent parameters of conventional PID control-
lers for its adaptation and robustness achievement in on 
line. 
Remark. Many control theoretic algorithms augment 
the basic delta rule with additional control terms that 
greatly improve accuracy, stability, and responsivity. The 
most popular variant of these control theoretic models is 
the popular proportional-integral-derivative (PID) con-
troller. This model is simple, accurate, and robust, with 
response properties that have been well characterized over 
the last century. The PID controller takes the error from 
a reference signal as input, and it outputs a control signal 
consisting of a linear combination of control signals pro-
portional to the error (P-Term), the integral of the error 
(I-Term), and the derivative of the error (D-Term). These 
three terms minimize deviations from the reference based 
on errors in the present, past, and expected future, respec-
tively. Proportional control (cf. delta-rule control) directly 
minimizes deviation from the reference and is often the 
primary driver of the control process. Integral control 
provides low-frequency compensation for residual steady-
state errors, allowing the controller to reduce noise and 
track gradual changes in the environment. Derivative con-
trol provides high-frequency compensation that increases 
stability, such as by dampening control adjustments when 
the controller is approaching the reference or increasing 
adjustments when the reference or environment suddenly 
changes. Intuitively, integral control provides low-fre-
quency compensation by combining several time points, 
whereas derivative control provides high-frequency com-
pensation by tracking the instantaneous change. To behave 
adaptively in environments that are noisy and nonstation-
ary, humans and other animals must monitor feedback 
from their environment and adjust their predictions and 
actions accordingly. An understudied approach for mode-
ling these adaptive processes comes from the engineering 
field of control theory, which provides general principles 
for regulating dynamical systems, often without requiring 
a generative model. The proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) controller is one of the most popular models of 
industrial process control. The proportional term is analo-
gous to the “delta rule” in psychology, adjusting estimates 
in proportion to each error in prediction. The integral and 
derivative terms augment this update to simultaneously 
improve accuracy and stability. Here, it tested whether 
the PID-controller with time-dependent coefficient gain 
schedule can describe how people sequentially adjust their 
predictions of control object in response to new informa-
tion.
Problem statement. Principle of the minimum of the 
generalized entropy of the system (“control object + con-
ventional controller”) considered as the fitness function 
in quantum genetic algorithm (QGA) and considered as 
a computed robustness measure). QGA-model embedded 
in the structure of quantum search algorithm and search 
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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quantum types of correlation between solutions in quantum 
superposition (of classical control states that designed with 
soft computing technology). The information technology (IT) 
of KB remote design of the fuzzy controllers developed on 
the base of the "Soft / Quantum computing KB optimizer" 
software toolkit (SCOptKB & QSCOptKB)TM. Mathemat-
ical background of the toolkit is quantum soft computing 
[5,13]. In Parts I and II applied Benchmarks of the devel-
oped IT design in detail discussed. In particular cases, in 
the design stage framework of robust KBs applying the 
model of quantum fuzzy inference (QFI): two different 
models of robots - mobile manipulator and inverted swing 
pendulum (“cart - pole” system) are shown. 
A comparison of the quality control in the fuzzy con-
trollers and quantum fuzzy controller in various control 
modes presented. The ability to connect and work with a 
real control object, without using his mathematical model 
described. The implemented technology of knowledge 
sharing in a swarm of intelligent robots, with quantum 
controllers, allows to achieve the goal of control and to 
gain additional knowledge by creating a new information 
source based on the synergetic effect of combining knowl-
edge. The results of the experiments demonstrate the pos-
sibility of the ensured achievement of the control goal of a 
group of robots applying end-to-end quantum computing 
technology design of KBs of smart controllers in control 
system loop. The developed software toolkit allows to de-
sign and setup complex ill-defined and weakly formalized 
technical systems on line. 
In Part I we consider the sophisticated structure of 
quantum control algorithm as the background for the QFI - 
model design in Part II. 
3. Imperfect KB Quantum Self-organization 
Process
The role of specific quantum hidden information ef-
fects for smart control design described in [2]. The amount 
of hidden quantum information [2,3,4,6] extracted from con-
trol classical states considered as the additional informa-
tion-thermodynamic control force source.
3.1 Quantum Supremacy Effects of Imperfect KB 
Self-organization 
In natural systems the sought robustness property is coded 
in the algorithm of reproduction of the self-organization pro-
cess [1,2]. The man-made quantum self-organization control 
process of the robustness property achievement of the KB is 
demonstrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Quantum search hierarchical structure of 
self-organization robust KB’s design system
Natural evolution processes are based on the following 
steps: (i) templating; (iii) self-assembling; and (iii) self-or-
ganization (level 2 in Figure1). 
Remark. Analysis of self-organization models on Fig-
ure1 gives us the following results. Models of self-organi-
zation are included natural quantum effects and based on the 
following information-thermodynamic concepts: (i) macro- 
and micro-level interactions with information exchange (in 
agent-based models - ABM - micro-level is the communi-
cation space where the inter-agent messages are exchange 
and is explained by increased entropy on a micro-level); (ii) 
communication and information transport on micro-level 
(“quantum mirage” in quantum corrals); (iii) different types 
of quantum spin correlation that design different structure 
in self-organization (quantum dot); (iv) coordination con-
trol (as example, swam-bot and snake-bot).
According quantum computing theory in general form 
every quantum algorithm (QA) includes the following uni-
tary quantum operators: (i) superposition; (ii) entanglement 
(quantum oracle); (iii) interference. Measurement is the 
fourth classical operator. [It is irreversible operator and is 
used for measurement of computation results]. 
Quantum control algorithm of self-organization that 
developed in Figure 1 (level 1) is based on quantum fuzzy 
inference (QFI) models. QFI includes these concepts of 
self-organization and has realized by corresponding quan-
tum operators.  
QFI is one of possible realization of quantum control 
algorithm of self-organization that includes all of these 
features: (i) superposition; (ii) selection of quantum cor-
relation types; (iii) information transport and quantum 
oracle; and (iv) interference. With superposition is real-
ized templating operation, and based on macro- and mi-
cro-level interactions with information exchange of active 
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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agents. Selection of quantum correlation type organize 
self-assembling using power source of communication and 
information transport on micro-level. In this case the type 
of correlation defines the level of robustness in designed 
KB of FC. Quantum oracle calculates intelligent quantum 
state that includes the most important (value) information 
transport for coordination control. Interference is used for 
extraction the results of coordination control and design in 
on-line robust KB. 
The developed QA of self-organization is applied to 
design of robust KB of FC in unpredicted control situations. 
Main operations of developed QA and concrete examples of 
QFI applications are described.
Fulfillment of requirements in the information - thermo-
dynamic criteria (see Figure 1, level 3) guarantee in on line 
invariant control objective reaching of smart control with the 
required robustness level. 
The corresponding design process shown in [2,4] as follo-
wing:
Designed  robust state
Problem orientation of controlobjectEvolution of self-
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Let us consider particular case (1).
3.2. Quantum Self-organization of Imperfect 
KBs
For design of production rules of KB in intelligent hybrid 
PID controller the structure of corresponding quantum 
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Figure 2 demonstrates the structure of robust intelligent 
control system based on quantum fuzzy inference (QFI). 
Figure 2. Structure of robust intelligent control system 
based on QFI
In Figure 2 the box SCO - soft computing optimizer 
toolkit (SCOOptKBTM) - design KBs of fuzzy controllers 
(FC1 and FC2) on learning situations that can be non-ro-
bust (imperfect) in other control situations. The input of 
the quantum fuzzy inference (Box QFI) with QGA extract 
a hidden quantum information from imperfect knowledge 
base (KB) responses of fuzzy controllers FC1 and FC2 on 
unpredicted control errors realized quantum fuzzy control-
ler in on line without changing production rules numbers 
of KBs in FC1 and FC2 [1]. 
3.2.1 QFI Structure
It is shown that in quantum computing the construction 
of a universal quantum simulator based on classical effective 
simulation is possible [1-7]. In the general form, the model of 
quantum algorithm computing comprises the following five 
stages:
• preparation of the initial state | outψ (classical or quan-
tum);
• execution of the Hadamard transform for the initial 
state in order to prepare the superposition state;
• application of the entangled operator or the quantum cor-
relation operator (quantum oracle) to the superposition state;
• application of the interference operator;
• application of the measurement operator to the result 
of quantum computing| outψ .
Hence, a quantum gate approach can be used in a glob-
al optimization of KB structures of ICSs that are based on 
quantum computing, on a quantum genetic search and quan-
tum deep learning algorithms [5,7]. 
3.2.2 Quantum Information Resources in QFI Al-
gorithm
Figure 3 shows the algorithm for coding, searching and 
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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extracting the value information from two KBs of fuzzy 
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Figure 3. Example of information extraction in QFI
Thus, the quantum algorithm for QFI (Figure5) the fol-
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Figure 4. The structure of QFI gate
• The results of fuzzy inference are processed for each 
independent FC; 
• Based on the methods of quantum information theory, 
valuable quantum information hidden in independent (in-
dividual) knowledge bases is extracted;
• In on-line, the generalized output robust control sig-
nal is designed in all sets of knowledge bases of the fuzzy 
controller.
• In this case, the output signal of QFI in on-line is an 
optimal signal of control of the variation of the gains of 
the PID controller, which involves the necessary (best) 
qualitative characteristics of the output control signals 
of each of the fuzzy controllers, thus implementing the 
self-organization principle. 
Therefore, the domain of efficient functioning of the 
structure of the intelligent control system can be essen-
tially extended by including robustness, which is a very 
important characteristic of control quality. The robustness 
of the control signal is the background for maintaining 
the reliability and accuracy of control under uncertainty 
conditions of information or a weakly formalized description 
of functioning conditions and/or control goals. QFI model 
based on physical laws of quantum information theory, for 
computing use unitary invertible (quantum) operators and 
they have the following names: superposition, quantum 
correlation (entangled operators), and interference. The 
fourth operator, measurement of result quantum computa-
tion is irreversible.
Optimal drawing process of value information from a 
few KBs that are designed by soft computing is based on 
following four facts from quantum information theory: (i) 
the effective quantum data compression; (ii) the splitting 
of classical and quantum parts of information in quantum 
state; (iii) the total correlations in quantum state are “mix-
ture” of classical and quantum correlations; and (iv) the 
exiting of hidden (locking) classical correlation in quan-
tum state [6]. 
This quantum control algorithm uses these four Facts 
from quantum information theory: (i) compression of 
classical information by coding in computational basis 
{ }0 , 1  and forming the quantum correlation between 
different computational bases (Fact 1); (ii) separating and 
splitting total information and correlations on “classical” 
and “quantum“ parts using Hadamard transform (Facts 
2 and 3); (iii) extract unlocking information and residual 
redundant information by measuring the classical correla-
tion in quantum state (Fact 4) using criteria of maximal 
corresponding amplitude probability. These facts are the 
informational resources of QFI background. Using these 
facts, it is possible to extract an additional amount of 
quantum value information from smart KBs produced by 
SCO for designing a wise control using compression and 
rejection procedures of the redundant information in a 
classical control signal. 
Quantum algorithmic gate (QAG) based on QGA, as 
extended QFI-structure on Figure5, is:
( ) [ ]1hn n mFQAG Int I U QGA H S
+
   = ⊗ ⋅ ⋅ ⊗    (3)
Figure 5 demonstrates QAG for QFI based on QAG. 
The entangled state design of operator FU in Equation (3) 
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Figure 5. QAG structure of QFI with QGA
In present Part I of this article we discuss the physical 
models of control objects and algorithmic peculiarities of 
toolkit for the design the final state of quantum self-organ-
ization algorithm on Figure1 as the control goal - support 
of abovementioned information-thermodynamic trade-off 
between main measures of control qualities of intelligent 
cognitive control applying imperfect KB’s of FCs.
Applications and sophisticated computational intelli-
gence quantum software toolkit are discussed in Part II. 
4. Models of Control Objects (Port-controlled 
Hamiltonian Systems)
Port-controlled Hamiltonian (PCH) systems are the 
generalization of conventional Hamiltonian systems. They 
can describe not only mechanical systems but also a broad 
class of physical systems including passive electro-me-
chanical systems, hydraulic, gas, mechanical systems with 
non-holonomic constraints and their combinations [14,15]. 
We briefly describe the main idea of PCH systems model.
4.1 Port-controlled Hamiltonian Models 
A novel energy dissipating hybrid control framework 
was developed for Euler-Lagrangian, port-controlled 
Hamiltonian systems (PCHS) [15], and lossless dynamical 
systems. A time-varying PCHS with dissipation is a sys-
tem of the form: 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T T
T, ,, , , ,     ,
H x t H x t
x J x t R x t g x t u y g x t
x x
∂ ∂




with a Hamiltonian ( ), , , ,m nH x t u y x∈ ∈ ∈   , a 
skew symmetric matrix ( ),J x t , i.e. TJ J= −  holds, and a 
positive semi-definite symmetric matrix ( ), 0R x t ≥  are the 
interconnection and damping matrices, respectively. A 
PCHS is passive [14] if 





, , 0 ,
t t H x t H x t







 ∫ ∫ .
The essential fact about PCHS’s is that, in a given 
sense, power preserving interconnection of several PCHS 
yields a Hamiltonian system (with or without ports). The 
rigorous result is that interconnection of PCHS by means 
of what is called a Dirac structure yields an implicit 
PCHS. A basic property of PCHS is the energy balanc-
ing property ( ) ( ) ( )T,
dH
x t u t y t
dt
≤  showing that a PCHS 
is passive if the Hamiltonian H is bounded from below. 
Physically the internal interconnection structure is pow-
er-conserving and the term ( ) ( )Tu t y t  is the externally 
supplied power. 
It is well-known [14] that physically different subsys-
tems of complex control objects (with different physi-
cal nature of subsystems) presented as Port-controlled 
Hamiltonian (PCH) systems and can be considered as 
generalization structures of conventional Hamiltonian 
systems [15]. We briefly describe the main idea of PCH 
systems model.
4.2 Port-controlled Hamiltonian Quantum Mod-
els 
The quantum port-Hamiltonian framework is the general-
ization of conventional model of PCH and can be illustrated 
on its application using RLC circuits [16]. These RLC circuits 
are then used to construct the primitive gate set for universal 
quantum computation, i.e., the phase-shift, Hadamard, and 
CNOT gates, and are synthesized with the composite Dirac 
structures (see, the definition Dirac structure in item 4.1) 
of the quantum port-Hamiltonian framework. 
Model presentation of quantum PHS. For this purpose, 
firstly, a Schrödinger equation for the universal RLC quan-
tum circuit is introduced applying the definition of a quan-
tum port-Hamiltonian system. Let 1 n nP ×∈  be invertible 
and self-adjoint, let 0 n nP ×∈  be skew-adjoint, i.e., †0 0P P= −
, and let L∞∈ , [ ]( )0, , ; n nj N ×=   , where j∈ such that 
† ,   j j jmI MI= ≤ ≤    for a.e. [ ]0,j N∈  and constants m; M > 
0 independent of j. The Hilbert space [ ]( )2: 0, , ; nX L j N= =    
with the discrete inner product (see the standard definition 







j j j N N NX
j j j
ψ ϕ ϕ ψ ϕ ψ ϕ ψ
− − −
= = =
= + +∑ ∑ ∑   .
Then the linear first-order Schrödinger equation ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 11 1 1 1 02 2j j j j j j j jj j j
P Pdi t t t t P t
dt
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ+ − + −= − + − +∑ ∑ ∑    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 11 1 1 1 02 2j j j j j j j jj j j
P Pdi t t t t P t
dt
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ+ − + −= − + − +∑ ∑ ∑    
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 11 1 1 1 02 2j j j j j j j jj j j
P Pdi t t t t P t
dt
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ+ − + −= − + − +∑ ∑ ∑     is a quantum PHS Hj, where   is the redu 
ced Planck constant, the imaginary number 1i = −  , and 
the instantaneous state of the quantum system is ( ) ( )j
j
t t jψ α=∑ 
( ) ( )j
j
t t jψ α=∑ , where the complex number ( )j tα  is ( ) ( )j t j tα ψ=
( ) ( )j t j tα ψ=  and jjj j δ ′′ = . 
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Example. Let us consider a state space manifold χ 
and a Hamiltonian H: χ →  , defining energy-stor-
age, e.g. current I or voltage V. A quantum port-Ham-
iltonian system on χ is defined by the Dirac structure 
†
χ χχ χ⊂ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗       hav ing  energy-s to r ing  por t 
( ) †,f e χ χχ χ∈ ⊗    , and an external structure P, e.g. 
source voltage or output current, such that ⊂ ⊗    , cor-
responding to an external port ( ),f e ∈ ⊗     . The tem-
poral dynamics of the quantum system are then specified 
by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , ,j j j
j j
t H H f t e t tα π α
π α
 ∂ ∂ = − = ∈ ∂ ∂  
    � ,  t∈ ,  
where αj are the generalized coordinates, and πj are the 
conjugate momenta. 
For purposes of quantum state preparation with univer-
sal RLC circuit design adapting some classical theory of 
the Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) [16] as 
seen in Figure 6. 
Figure 6. (a) RLC circuit equivalent of the  
quantum channel.
(b) Quantum Port-Hamiltonian System representation 
of the RLC quantum channel (a)
Let us describe the details on Figure 6. On Figure 
6a Digital-to-Analog Conversion (DAC) is used to pre-
pare the analog quantum state, which then propagates 
along the z-direction. The time-dependent Dirac struc-
ture ( )t  then performs a unitary evolution of the pre-
pared quantum state. The current across the resistor(s) 
is ( ) ( )sinR j jI t I ϕ= , the current across the capacitor(s) 
is ( ) ( )cosC j j j jI t i C Vω ϕ= , and ( )j jt tϕ ω=  is the RLC 
quantum phase. The output of the Dirac structure then un-
dergoes Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC), such that 
the quantum information is stored (cf. measurement) in 
Random-Access Memory (RAM) cell(s). The port inter-
connection of current I and voltage V , the external port 
P, where ( )Iχ  is the current storage state, ( )Vχ  is the 
voltage storage state, the Dirac structure D links the stor-
age ports (flows { },I Vf f and efforts { },I Ve e ; diagram is 
shown on Figure 6,b, respectively), with the external port 
(flow f  and effort e). The electric power-balance (con-
servation) equation is ttH i= ∂  , such that the total power 
is equal to zero (color online).
The output current of an OTA is proportional to the in-
put signal voltage, such that ( ) ( )( )out . in inmI g V t V t+ −= −  and 
the j-th RLC circuit site current with continuous (time-de-
pendent) phases [10] is described as 
( ) { } { } { }
out exp 1 exp 0
exp
m
j j j j j
I




+ + − − = − − .
For clarification purposes cf. qubits, here it should be 
pointed out that the quantum superposition state(s) pre-
pared by the OTA(s) is ( ) ( )
out
jt I tψ = , such that
( ) { } ( ) { }exp 1 ,       exp 1j I j It I i t t I i tψ ω φ ψ ω φ+ + + − − −+ −= − = − ;
and the superposition state ( ) ( ) ( )t t tψ ψ ψ
+ −
= ±
. Hence, from Ohm's law, the output voltage amplifier 
has prepared for ADC the OTA output voltage state equa-
tion ( ) ( )outout L jV t R I t= . Finally, it can obtain the coupled 
Schrödinger equations governing the electrodynamics of 
the RLC quantum channel
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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 
 







where Ij(t) is the current, Vj(t) is the voltage, ( )j tϕ  is 
the RLC quantum phase, i.e. 
( ) ( ) ( )
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The solution of Equation (6) is a bright soliton propa-
gation along the RLC quantum channel as seen in Figure 
6a. As such, the analytical solution is [16]
( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0
2 2 2
2 2 2




j t j tt V t t
c c c
ϕ ϕ ϕ ωυ υ υϕ ϕ
π πυ υ υλ λ
    
    − −    = = = −     − − −        
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The statement of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
is the following: 
2 2 21ˆ ˆ
4
x p ≥  .
Furthermore, here it should be pointed out that the po-
sition observable x̂ z j z j= = ∆ = , and the momentum ob-
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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servable 1/2 1/2ˆ /p i z= − ∂ ∂ , thereby satisfying the Heisen-
berg uncertainty principle 2 2 21ˆ ˆ
4
x p ≥  .
4.3 Information-thermodynamic Laws of Intelligent 
Cognitive Control
Let us describe control object model as (4) in the gen-
eralized form 
( ) ( )( ) ( ), , , , ,   , ,d
dq
q S t t u t u f q q t
dt
= =ϕ ξ , (7)
where q is the vector of generalized coordinates de-
scribing the dynamics of the controlled plant; S is the gen-
eralized entropy of dynamic system (4); u is the control 
force; ( )dq t  is reference signal, ( )tξ  is random distur-
bance. 
Remark: Definitions of Stability Conditions and In-
stability Theorems. To describe a nonlinear system's 
behavior, two theorems help to characterize the essential 
features of its motion. In addition, by bounding the Lya-
punov function between these Theorems, both necessary 
and sufficient conditions are a result of the transition of 
the time derivative of the Lyapunov function from stable 
to unstable [15]. 
1) Lyapunov Theorem for Stability. Assume that there 
exists a scalar function V of the state x, with continuous 
first order derivatives such that 
(a) V (x) is positive definite; (b) dV
dt
is negative 
definite;   (c) ( )V x →∞  as x →∞ .
Then the equilibrium at the origin is globally asymptot-
ically stable.
2) Chetaev Theorem for Instability. Considering the 
equations of disturbed motion, let V be zero on the bound-
ary of a region R which has the origin as a boundary 
point, and let both V and V be positive-definite in R; then 
the undisturbed motion is unstable at the origin.
The necessary and sufficient conditions of asymptotic 
stability of dynamic system (7) with ( ) 0t ≡ξ  are deter-
mined by the physical constraints (for example, as for 
PCHS) on the form of the Lyapunov V function: 














= +∑ , (8)
where p cS S S= −  is the production of entropy in the 
open system “control object + controller”; ( ), ,pS q q t= Ψ   
is the production of entropy in the controlled plant; and 
( ),cS e t= ϒ   is the production of entropy in the controller 
(actuator of the automatic control system). 
Thus, taking into account (7), received final expression 
as following:

( )( ) ( )( )
Robustness
Stability Controllability
, , , 0i i
i
dV
q q t u
dt





Remark. Let us briefly consider Equation (8). Deriva-
tive of the function V can be described as ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
1 1




q S t t u t




Ψ − ϒ Ψ −ϒ= + = +∑ ∑  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
1 1




q S t t u t




Ψ − ϒ Ψ −ϒ= + = +∑ ∑    and we have 
Equation (9). The function V should be satisfied to condi-
tions (I) and (II).
Relation (9) displayed stability, controllability, and ro-
bustness trade-off properties. 
Remark. Equation (9) is an analytic form of the interre-
lations between control qualities with entropy definitions 
as the measure of loss controllability and robustness. This 
condition describes the possibility for optimum searching 
distribution of control level qualities for guaranteed con-
trol goal achievement in unpredicted control situations 
with minimal loss of working resource applying as fitness 
function of genetic algorithms generalized entropy from 
r.h.s. in (9). 
Example: Information interrelations of control quali-
ties. For (9) apply the well-known interrelation between 
Gibbs thermodynamic and Shannon information en-
tropies. The Shannon entropy H (X; s) agrees with the 
usual thermodynamical entropy ( )1 logS Zβ ββ
 ∂
= − ∂ 
 for a 
physical system with Hamiltonian H and partial func-
tion ( )Z β  at inverse temperature 1 0Tβ = > , and free ener-
gy ( )logF Z β= − . For the density probability function 






=  and ( ) ( )Z Tr e ββ −= H , ( ) nSpec λ=H  the expression 
of Shannon information entropy [17,18] is as following:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
log log
                                   1 log log





H P n P n P n Z P n







= − = −
  ∂ = = − =    ∂    
 ∂
= − ∂ 
∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ,
where ( ) ( )logn
n





Thus, both quantitative measures of the entropy 
( ) ( ) ( )1 log log
n
S Z P n P n Hβ β
β
 ∂
= − = − = ∂ 
∑  are 
equivalent [18]. 
Therefore, the entropies S and H connected [19,20] as fol-
lowing: lni i
i
S kH k p p= = − ∑ , where  
is Boltzmann constant. We can introduce in (6) this rela-
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
( )( ) ( ) ( )
1
robustnessstability controllability
, , , 0
n
i co contr co contr co contr
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Therefore, Equation (10) also connect control qualities 
but on information entropy amount platform. That means 
it possible design information-thermodynamic control 
force [9] in unpredicted control situations with minimum 
information amount on environments and CO-states. 
Therefore, Equation (9) and (10) are the mutual equa-
tion system that solution defines the control force for 
guaranteed achievement of control goal in unpredicted 
control situations with minimal loss of value working re-
source and minimal required initial information. 
Example: Information-thermodynamic analysis of cog-
nitive control. The generalization of Equation (9) and (10) 
has the form: 
 ,(11)
 ,(12)
where  and  means the common 
thermodynamic and information entropies of technical 
and cognitive controllers correspondently. 
Under control with information feedback [21,22] the 
extracted work W defined as 
CW kTI≤ , (13)
where Ic is the so-called transfer entropy from the sys-
tem to the measurement [21-23]. 
An explicit finite-time counterpart to the equation for 
W characterize the maximum work extractable using feed-
back control, in terms of the transfer entropy. The maxi-
mum amount of extractable work over t, Wmax(t), has 
[23] 
the following definition:
( ) ( )max min
0
t
C CW t k T I dt kTI t′= ≤∫   (14)




CW t k T I dt′∫  , (15)
and ( )CW kTI t≤  thus the second law is validated. 
Example. The considered dynamic system [23] with a 
feedback controller (the demon) with access to noisy volt-
age measurements, shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7. The demon (the feedback controller) connected 
to a capacitor
The demon (see a definition of Demon in [9]) may 
choose the current i freely and has access to the noisy 
voltage measurement meas ϑ . Consider the overdamped 
Langevin equation [23]
( ) ( )2meas meas meas2 ,   ,  0 0;   , 0
kTRi kTRw RC V w
C
τϑ ϑ τ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ== − + + = = = + =
( ) ( )2meas meas meas2 ,   ,  0 0;   , 0
kTRi kTRw RC V w
C
τϑ ϑ τ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ== − + + = = = + = ,
with ( )0ϑ  Gaussian, w and wmeas uncorrelated Gaussian 
white noise ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )meas measw t w t w t w t t tδ′ ′ ′= = − ; measV  
the intensity of the measurement noise. The work-extraction 
rate of the demon is W , can define that, ,U Q W= −   where 
( ) ( )21 1 ,   .  2 2 C C
kU C kT Q T T W iϑ ϑ
τ
= ≡ = − = −  . (16)
The voltage measϑ  is the measurement that supplies the de-
mon with information. The Kalman-Bucy filter state is de-
noted ϑ̂  and we have: ( ) ( )measˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ,    0 0d Ri Kdtτ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ= − + + − =
, where K is an optimal gain ( )0
tK , the Kalman gain, that 
will minimize the estimation error variance ( ) ( ) ( )0
2ˆmin  
tK
t tϑ ϑ − 
(a filter Riccati equation, for example [23]) is 
( ) ( )
2
min
min min min2 ,    02
TT T T T T
T
στ = − − = , (17)
where min
meas




σ σ= ≡  and maximum work amount (15) 
quantified through the definition of the transfer entropy 
[23]:










kT TI t dt dt dt
V V C T
σϑ ϑ
τ
  ′ ′ ′= − = = ∫ ∫ ∫ .
Equation (11) shows that the level of robustness possi-
ble to increase apply entropy rate production of techni-
cal controller that decrease the loss of value resource of 
control object. Equation (12) shows that the negentropy 
of cognitive controller decrease the requirements to 
necessary initial information amount for the achieve-
ment designed level of robustness. Thus, the extracted 
information from knowledge base of cognitive con-
troller gives the possibility to receive the additional 
resource for value work that equivalence to purposeful 
action on control object for quarantined achievement 
of control goal. That means the information is physical 
and the control action based on this information can 
produce the value work. 
Figure 8 shows (see Equation (11), (12) and (14)) 
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Figure 8. Information-thermodynamic trade-off between 
control qualities
Let us consider these statements applying analysis of 
the interrelation between information amount, extracted 
value work and free energy, and for (5) the following rela-
tion is defined:

( ) ( )[ ]
( )






, , , , 0.i i




x J x t R x S t g x t u
dt x
∂






The state corresponds to the minimum system entropy 
and called as "equipartition of energy" [24] 
Remark. According to (15) it is possible define 
( )( ) ( )( ), , ,i i
i
q q t uΨ − ϒ ≤ Ψ − ϒ ϒ − Ψ∑  ϕ . (19)
And from (19): 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
(1) 0, , , 0;   
(2) 0, , , 0











q q SS q q SS
< Ψ > ϒ ϒ > Ψ >
< Ψ < ϒ ϒ < Ψ >











etc. and its combinations, that means thermodynami-
cally stabilizing compensator can constructed. 
4.4 Micro-nano-robotics Intelligent Control
In this item the control modeling methodology of mo-
bile micro robot in a blood flow fluid [25] briefly described. 
Entropy Production and Dynamic Stability of a Mi-
cro-Robot in a Fluid.
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+ θθ  and 
;  
; ; ; ;  
; ; ; ; 
; ;
)(tξ  - stochastic excitation (white noise).
An entropy production of MMR is defined based on 
Equation (20) as
, 3,2,1=i  , (21)























where ci SSS −=  and cS  is the entropy of controller 
with torque τ  in Equation (20). 
For the traditional form representation of (20) as 
),,( txx ii τϕ=  we received [27] 
 (23)
From Equation (23) sufficient conditions can be de-
scribed as following: 
 (24)
Thus, the requirements of stability design achieved 
with “negentropy” amount of intelligent controller. 
Figure 9 shows simulation results. 
Figure 9. Simulation results of dynamic and thermody-
namic behavior of MMR under different control types: 1 
- GA-PID - controller with minimum of entropy produc-
tion, 2 -PID controller
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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Figure 10 shows the result of the intelligent behavior 
MNR simulation based on genetic algorithm with the 
fitness function as the minimum entropy production (in 
MNR and in conventional controller.) 
Figures 9 and 10 show that the intelligent behavior of 
the MMR can be achieved based on computational intelli-
gence toolkit as quantum soft computing.
Figure 10. Simulation results of dynamic and thermody-
namic behavior of MMR under different control strategies 
in 3D space. Curve 1 - GA-PID - controller with mini-
mum of entropy production, curve 2 - conventional PID 
controller
Example. A cooperative system with entropy produc-
tion and rate exchange [28-31] can be as:
- MMR motion (on classical level):
  (29)




Classical   motion
0
{ ( ) ( , , , ) ( )
2
( , )(ln ln )} 2







= − + + − +
∂ ∂
∂








































Parameters χω ,,),(,,, 0 ZGJREE ∆  and γ  in [28] are 






































where - the entropy production of the MMR motion; 
 - the entropy exchange between the MMR and fluid 
medium; 1S  - the entropy of fluid medium (von Neumann 
entropy); T  - the temperature (constant); γ,m  - real con-
stants.
For an initial coherent state of MMR the classical equa-

















From Equation (31) local soliton as the solution
, (37)
where ,  ,  N  - 
the occupation number of interacting quantum modes, k - 
wave number. The solution has the following form:
. (38)
If we introduce the ansatz [25]
),,( ξxtM = ),~(~~)()( 2 txMxMxtLtK xxx =++  ,




































( γω −=Ω , (40)































































1nnε ,  n  = 
1,2,…, )(txy ξ−= . (42) 
In (25) the trajectory )(tξ  is classical and a spatio-tem-
poral fluid motion shown in Figure11, a. 
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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Figure 11. a) Spatio-temporal motion of fluid medium; b) 
Soliton like spatio-temporal motion of MNR in dissipative 
nonlinear medium; c) Motion wave packet in presence of 
dissipation; d) Projection of motion on plain 2 xψ −
In this case the MMR-body in the initial state located 
and can be coupled with the soliton inner structure (41) 




















  , (43)
and for the final state (36) [30]
 (44)










,  22 )0()0()0()0( ΨΨ−ΨΨ= xxd
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Thus, the control vibration of MMR creates a “fur-coat” 
in the form of the soliton. 
Therefore, mutual cooperative interrelation effect be-
tween quantum and classical levels creates artificial (bio-
logically inspired) man-made mobile robot. 
The thermodynamic equivalent model to Equation (29), 
(30) is [33,34]:








where V is the Lyapunov function of (29).
Thermostat Equation (45) described as













If , then we obtain the result [33,34].
From Equation (29), (33) and (34) thermodynamic 




Thus, an unstable dynamic system can be transferred 
into stable state applying only entropy production (intel-
ligent control level) as a non-mechanical thermodynamic 
force.
Remark: Stability Lemma for Nonlinear Systems. Based 
on the relationship between thermodynamic exergy and 
Hamiltonian systems in [40] a fundamental stability Lem-
ma for Hamiltonian systems formulated. The stability of 
Hamiltonian systems is bounded between Lyapunov and 
Chetaev theorems as following: Given the Lyapunov de-
rivative as a decomposition and sum of exergy generation 




i j j l l
j l
V W T S Q q Q q
−
= =
= − = −∑ ∑    . (49)
where jQ  is the generalized force vector and the ir-
reversible entropy production rate can be expressed as 
0




= = ≥∑ ∑   . A control law is Lyapunov 
Optimal if it minimizes the first time derivative of the 
Lyapunov function over a space of admissible controls. 
In general, a set of feedback gains are optimized by min-
imizing the regulating and/or tracking error of the feed-
back controller while regulating to zero and/or tracking 
a desired reference input. The Lyapunov function is the 
total error energy which for most mechanical systems is 
equivalent to an appropriate Hamiltonian function H as 
HV = . Then the concept of Lyapunov Optimal [40] follows 
directly from setting 0W =  in (49) and maximizing 0 iT S  
for which the time derivative of the Lyapunov function 
(Hamiltonian) or the modified power (work/energy) equa-
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
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i j j j j
j j
V T S Q q F R
= =
= = − = − = −∑ ∑    
which is independent of system dynamics and is a kine-
matic quantity that applies to any system. Note that jF  
denotes a set of forces acting on a mechanical system and 
jR  denotes the inertial linear velocity of the point where 
jF  is applied. Passivity control for robotic systems fol-
lows directly from setting 0W =  in (49). 
Remark: Information-like Lyapunov functions. Re-
cently, in [56] presented a rich information-like family 
of universal Lyapunov functions for any linear or 
non-linear reaction network with detailed or complex 
balance. Moreover, Hf are not just Lyapunov func-
tions but divergences: ( ) ( )( )1 2fH c t c t  is monotoni-
cally non-increasing function of time t for any two 
kinetic curves ( )1c t and ( )2c t  with the same value 
of ii c∑ . These new functions aimed to resolve “the 
mystery” about the difference between the rich fam-
ily of Lyapunov functions (f-divergences) for linear 
kinetics and a limited collection of Lyapunov func-
tions for non-linear networks in thermodynamic condi-
tions.
5. KB-self-organization of FC’s Based on QFI 
with QGA
The kernel of the abovementioned FC design toolkit is 
a so-called SCO implementing advanced soft computing 
ideas. SCO is considered as a new flexible tool for design 
of optimal structure and robust KBs of FC based on a 
chain of genetic algorithms (GAs) with information-ther-
modynamic criteria for KB optimization and advanced 
error back-propagation algorithm for KB refinement [2]. 
Input to SCO can be some measured or simulated data 
(called as ‘teaching signal” (TS)) about the modelling 
system. For TS design (or for GA fitness evaluation) we 
are used stochastic simulation system based on the control 
object model. More detail description of SCO is given in 
[1,2]. Below we discuss the application of this algorithm in 
QFI structure. 
5.1 Robust FC Design Toolkit
Figure 2 illustrates as an example the structure and 
main ideas of self-organized control system consisting 
of two FC’s coupling in one QFI chain that supplies 
a self-organizing capability. According to described 
above algorithm the input to the QFI gate is considered 
according (1) and Figure 4 as a superposed quantum 
state 1 2( ) ( )K t K t⊗ , where 1,2 ( )K t  are the outputs from 
fuzzy controllers FC1 and FC2 designed by SCO (see, 
in details Figure 4) for the given control task in differ-
ent control situations (for example, in the presence of 
different stochastic noises). 
The algorithm of superposition calculation is presented 
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Figure 12. The algorithm of superposition calculation
We discuss for simplicity the situation in which an ar-
bitrary amount of correlation is unlocked with a one-way 
communication message [1,2]. The states exhibiting this 
behavior need not be entangled and corresponding com-
munication can be organized using Hadamard transform 
[5-7]. Therefore, using the Hadamard transformation and a 
new type of quantum correlation as the communication 
between a few KB’s it is possible to increase initial in-
formation by unconventional quantum correlation (as the 
quantum cognitive process of a value hidden information 
extraction in on-line, see, e.g. Figure 5). 
Let us consider a simplified case of QFI when with 
the Hadamard transform is organized an unlocked cor-
relation in superposition of two KBs; instead of the 
difficult defined entanglement operation an equivalent 
quantum oracle is modelled that can estimates an “in-
telligent state” with the maximum of amplitude proba-
bility in corresponding superposition of classical states 
(minimum entropy principle relative to extracted quan-
tum knowledge [5-7]). 
Interference operator extracts this maximum of amplitude 
probability with a classical measurement. 
Figure 13 shows the structure of Quantum Computing 
Optimizer of robust KB-FC based on QFI [5].
Using of described QFI model to control of non-linear 
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Figure 13. QFI-process by using QC Optimizer (QFI 
kernel)
5.2 Benchmark’s Simulation of Smart Control with 
QFI
It is demonstrated that FCs prepared to maintain CO 
in the prescribed conditions are often fail to control when 
such a conditions are dramatically changed. We propose 
the solution of such kind of problems by introducing a 
quantum generalization of strategies in fuzzy inference 
in on-line from a set of pre-defined fuzzy controllers by 
new QFI based systems. The latter is a new quantum algo-
rithm in quantum computation without entanglement. Two 
Benchmarks are considered: robust control of locally and 
globally unstable control objects.
5.2.1. Benchmark 1: Globally Unstable Control 
Object Simulation
“Cart - pole” control object is a non-linear dissipa-
tive system. This is a typical task of control theory, they 
demonstrating quality of control system. Task of control is 
the stability of inverted pendulum in vertical position. The 
motion of the dynamic system “cart - pole” is described 
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where θ  is the pendulum deviation angle (degrees); z  
is the movement of the cart (m); g is the acceleration of 
gravity (9.8 m/s2); cm is the pendulum mass (kg); l is the 
pendulum half-length (m); ( )tξ  is the stochastic excita-
tion; and u is the control force acting on the cart (N). The 
equations for the entropy production rate in the control 




























The following parameter values are determined: 
1 21; 0.1; 0.54 0.4; 0.1; 5cm m l k a a= = = = = = ;  a n d  t h e 
initial position [ ]0 0 0 0; ; ; 10;0.1;0;0z zθ θ  =    (the value of the 
pendulum deviation angle is given in degrees); the con-
straint on the control force is -0.5 < u < 5.0. 
The specific feature of control problem for the given 
control object (50) is the application of one fuzzy PID 
controller for controlling the movement of the cart (with 
one degree of freedom), while the control object has two 
degrees of freedom.
The control goal is that the pendulum deviation angle 
(second generalized coordinate) reaches the given value 
via the implicit control using the other generalized coor-
dinate and corresponding essentially nonlinear cross-con-
nections with the cart movement coordinate (effect of 
energy transmission between the generalized coordinates).
In the case of the similar initial learning conditions, the 
SCO with soft computing is used to design KB1 of FC1 
for the generalized criterion of minimal mean square er-
ror: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0
2 2 2 2/ /end end
t t
t t
t dt t t dt tθ θ θ θ+∫ ∫  
and KB2 for FC2 for the generalized criterion of mini-
mal absolute error of the pendulum position: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0
  /   /end end
t t
t t
d dθ τ τ θ τ θ τ τ θ τ+∫ ∫   .
Thus, we consider the solution of the vector (multi-ob-
jective) optimization problem based on the decomposition 
of the KB. The Gaussian noise was used as the random 
signal for designing KB1, and Rayleigh noise was used for 
forming KB2 (see Figure 14, learning situations (S1, S2), 
respectively). 
Figure 14. Random noise used in situations (S1, S2)
Physically the first criterion is equivalent to the total 
energy of the overturned pendulum and the second criteri-
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Figure 15 shows KB1 and KB2 with the corresponding 
activated numbers of rules equal to 22 and 33 for a total 
number of rules of 729.
Figure 15. Form of KB1 and KB2 with corresponding 
activated production rules
Two contingency control situations (S3, S4) were sim-
ulated; in one of them (S3) the new noise ( )tξ  was intro-
duced, the random signal with uniform one dimensional 
distribution, the control error signal delay (0.03s), and the 
noise signal in the position sensor of the pendulum (noise 
amplification coefficient 0.015). 
Figure 16 shows the example of operation of the quan-
tum FC for formation of the robust control signal using 
the proportional gain in contingency control situation S3. 
Figure 16. Example of operation of the block of KB 
self-organization based on QFI
In this case, the output signals of KB1 and KB2 in the 
form of the response on the new control error in situation 
S3 are received in the quantum FC. The output of the 
block of quantum FC is the new signal for on line control 
of the factor pk . 
Thus, the blocks of KB1 and KB2, and quantum FC 
in Figure 2 form the block of KB self-organization in the 
contingency control situation.
Figure 17 shows the dynamic behavior of the studied 
system “cart - pole” and the control laws of the self-orga-
nized quantum controller (QFI), FC1 and FC2.
Figure 17. Dynamic motion of pole in situation S3
Remark. The following notation is used in Figure 12 
and below: x θ=  is the angle of pendulum deviation 
from the given position; z is the cart position; the quantum 
FC is based on the spatial correlation. 
The results of simulation (Figure 17) demonstrate that 
the dynamic CO in contingency / unpredicted control sit-
uations (S3) for the control of FC1 (FC2) loses stability, 
and for the control of quantum FC the control system pos-
sesses the property of robustness and achieving the control 
goal is guaranteed. According to the results of simulation 
(Figure 17), the required amount of control for the given 
criteria in contingency control situations (S3) for the con-
trol of FC1 and FC2 also is not achieved, while in the case 
of control of the quantum FC the control system possesses 
the required amount of control. 
This yields that two non - robust fuzzy controllers can 
be used to design in on line the robust fuzzy controller 
using quantum self-organization; the KB of this robust FC 
satisfies both quality criteria.
Therefore, the decomposition of the solution to the 
above multi-objective optimization problem for the ro-
bust KB in the contingency control situation into partial 
solutions to optimization sub-problems physically can 
be performed in on line in the form of separate respons-
es of the corresponding individual KBs optimized with 
different fixed cost functions and control situations. The 
aggregation of the obtained partial solutions in the form of 
the new robust KB is performed based on the quantum FC 
containing the mechanism of formation of the quantum 
correlation between the obtained partial solutions. As a re-
sult, only responses of the finite number of individual KBs 
containing limiting admissible control laws in the given 
contingency situations are used.
The control laws of variation of the gains of the fuzzy 
PID controller formed by the new robust KB have a sim-
pler physical realization (see, Figure 16, right side col-
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umn), and as a result they possess better characteristics of 
individual control cost function for the contingency con-
trol situation. 
For experimental testing a physical model of robot 
(Figure 18) is used. 
Figure 18. Mobile robot configuration
Three situations of control are tested. 
o First situation images simple situation. 
o The second situation use uniform noise in control 
channel, Gaussian noise in wheel friction and delay of 
control action — 0.01 sec. 
o And the third situation has delay of control action 
equal 0.03sec. 
Simulation and experimental results (for the complex 
situation 3) are shown in Figure 19.
PID controller as FC1 and FC2 do not reach the goal 
in unpredicted situation. But quantum FC based on these 
fuzzy controllers, successful in unpredicted situation. For 
experiments and modeling we use QFI with temporal cor-
relation, between FC1 and FC2. 
Thus, the output signal of the quantum FC represents 
the on line optimal control signal for variation of the gains 
of the fuzzy PID controller which includes the necessary 
(best) qualitative characteristics of output control signals 
of each of the fuzzy controllers with priority and dominat-
ing component among the control quality criteria. 
































Figure 19. Control error. Unpredicted situation: (a) mod-
eling; (b) experiment on physical model
PID controller as FC1 and FC2 do not reach the goal in 
unpredicted situation. 
But quantum FC based on these fuzzy controllers, 
successful in unpredicted situation. For experiments and 
modeling we use QFI with temporal correlation, between 
FC1 and FC2. 
Thus, the output signal of the quantum FC represents 
the on line optimal control signal for variation of the gains of 
the fuzzy PID controller which includes the necessary (best) 
qualitative characteristics of output control signals of each of 
the fuzzy controllers with priority and dominating compo-
nent among the control quality criteria. 
Therefore, the generalized self-organization principle [1-7] 
is realized. 
5.2.2 Benchmark 2: Remote Rule Base Optimiza-
tion
To compare method of remote rule optimization on the 
real control object with method using Matlab simulation 
for optimization we created 6 KB-FC. 
No TS Source Optimizationmethod
Rule’s 
count
FC1 Math. model Math. modelling 125
FC2 CO (GA-PID) Math. modelling 125
FC3 Math. model Remote connection 125
FC4 CO (GA-PID) Remote connection 125
FC5 Math. model Math. modeling + Remote connection 125
FC6 CO (GA-PID) Remote connection + Math. modeling 125
Experiment and modeling were performed in two control 
situations. The first situation (S1) is typical for the control 
system (the initial angle equals to 1). The goal is to main-
tain the pendulum in equilibrium (0° angle of deflection). 
It should be noted that KB optimization held in this control 
situation. The second situation is unexpected (S2). The 
initial angle equals to 5o. This situation characterizes the 
perturbation caused by external influences on CO.
Figure 20 shows a comparison of integrals of squared 
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error for all regarded regulators in a typical situation of 
control.
Figure 20. Integral square error. Typical situation: Simu-
lation and experiment.
The lower is integral square error level, the better con-
tr-oller works. Consider the results of simulation and ex-
per-iment in unpredicted situation of control:
Figure 21 shows a comparison of integrals of squared 
error for all regarded regulators in an unpredicted situa-
tion of control.
Figure 21. Integral square error. Unpredicted situation: 
Simulation and experiment.
5.2.3. Benchmark 3: Remote Quantum Base 
Optimization
Let’s compare the PID controller, fuzzy controllers 
FC1 and FC4, and QFI controllers based on different cor-
relations: Quantum-Space (Q-S), Quantum-Time (Q-T), 
Quantum-Space-Time (Q-ST). These QFI controllers are 
optimized using remote connection.
Mathematical modeling and physical experiments took 
place in two control situations:
• in the first (typical) situation (S1), the delay of control 
is standard as 0.015 sec;
• in the second unpredicted situation (S2), the delay of 
the control as 0.035 sec.
From Figure 22 and 23 it can be seen that KB optimi-za-
tion using a remote connection with quantum optimizer can 
improve the quality of control in a typical and unpredicted 
situation better than the application only the soft computing 
technology.






























Figure 22. Control error. Typical situation of control (Ex-
periment)
Figure 23. Control error. Unpredicted situation of control 
(Experiment)
Related works. Quantum computing approaching in 
robot path planning, emotion design, navigation, learn-
ing, decision making was applied also in [6,7,35,36] etc. Our 
approach is based on quantum self-organization of knowl-
edge bases using responses of imperfect KB from fuzzy 
controllers on unpredicted situations in on line. 
5.3 Benchmark’s Simulation of Wise Control with 
QFI Based on QGA
One of the interesting ideas was proposed in 2004, tak-
ing the first steps in implementing the genetic algorithm 
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on a quantum computer [35,36]. The author proposed this 
quantum evolutionary algorithm, which can be called the 
reduced quantum genetic algorithm (RQGA). 
The algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) Initial-
ization of the superposition of all possible chromosomes; 
2) Evaluation of the fitness function by the operator F; 3) 
Using Grover's algorithm; 4) Quantum oracle; 5) Using 
of the diffusion operator Grover G; 6) Make an evaluation 
of the decision. The search for solutions in RQGA is per-
formed in one operation.
In this case the matrix form is the result of RQGA ac-
tion as following (see Figure 24)
Figure 24. The result of the RQGA algorithm
After action of GQA more than 1000 generation we can 
see in Figure 25 that around 70% spatio-temporal cor-


















Figure 25. The result of the QGA
Temporal and spatial correlations have similar quality. Af-
ter 5000 generations probability value is not changing. QGA 
after 200 generations the probability choice of spatio-tempo-




Figure 26. The result of the quantum genetic algorithm 
200 times
The overall strategy for improving the quality of QGA is 
to use small improvements in the algorithm. For example, 
including new operators: “quantum disaster”, disturbance, 
or other customized algorithms [7]. But in many cases, these 
operators are only useful in highly specific applications.
5.3.1 Simulator Structure and Examples of Appli-
cations
The use of simulators has long been used in various 
industries: motor racing, aviation, surgery and many oth-
ers. The development of virtual reality technology and 
augmented reality adds the ability to create simulators 
with full immersion. Most of the server side work is math. 
It is necessary to calculate the position of the carriage, 
the angle of inclination of the pendulum in space. For this 
reason, Python and the Django framework, which imple-
ments the model-view-controller (MVC) approach, were 
chosen as the programming language (or in Django, this 
is the model-view-template (MVT)). MySQL is used to 
store all data, and the architecture has been developed for 
adding Redis to be faster, if the MySQL operation speed 
is insufficient.
Figure 27 shows Benchmark results of quantum in-
tell-igent control simulation of “cart - pole” system with 
QGA (box for the type choice of “Quantum correlation” 
on Figure 4).


















PID FC1 FC2 Q-S-T Q-T Q-S
(b) cart behavior (Q-S-T - quantum spatio-temporal 
correlation; Q-T - quantum temporal correlation; Q-S - 
quantum spatial correlation; FC - fuzzy controller)
Figure 27. Simulation results of “cart - pole” system with 
PID - controller, fuzzy controllers and QFI-QGA-control-
ler with different quantum correlation
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Partial rendering performance of the simulator is shown 
in Figure 27. The described method is differed from others 
results described in [7,8].
Example: Application of quantum computing optimizer 
of knowledge base (QCOPTKBTM) for the case of experi-
mental teaching signal from control object. Control object 
shown in Figure 28a. 
(a)
(b)
Figure 28. Autonomous robot with inverted pendulum 
(a) and simulation & experimental results comparison for 
unpredicted control situation in cases of PID-controller, 
fuzzy controller and QFI-controller for “cart - pole” sys-
tem and 7 Dof redundant robotic manipulator (b)
Structure of robust intelligent control system (ICS) based 
on QFI is shown in Figure 2 and on Figure 4 is shown 
QAG structure of QFI that used in the simulation and ex-
periment. Figure 28b demonstrated results of simulation and 
experimental results comparison. Mathematical modeling and 
experimental results are received for the case of unpredicted 
control situation and knowledge base of fuzzy controller was 
designing with SW of QCOPTKBTM for teaching signal 
measured directly from control object (autonomous robot 
in Figure 28a, Box 1Z-  on Figure 2). As model of unpre-
dicted control situation on Figure 2 (Box 1Z- ) was the 
situation of feedback sensor signal delay on three times. 
For robotic manipulator with 7 DoF result demonstrat-
ed on Figure 28b (right side) and the accuracy of quantum 
controller is more than ten thousand times higher of soft 
computing approach. It is the demonstration of quantum 
soft computing supremacy.
Results of controllers behavior comparison confirm 
the existence of synergetic self-organization effect in the 
design process of robust KB on the base of imperfect 
(non robust) KB of fuzzy controllers on Figure 28. In 
unpredicted control situation control error is dramatically 
changing and KB responses of fuzzy controllers (FC 1 and 
FC 2) that designed in learning situations with soft com-
puting are imperfect and do not can achieve the control 
goal. Using responses of imperfect KB (as control signals 
for designing the schedule of time dependent coefficient 
gain in PID-controller on Figure 2) in Box QFI the robust 
control is formed in on line. This effect is based on the 
existence of additional information resource that extracted 
by QFI as quantum information hidden in classical states 
of control signal as response output of imperfect KB’s 
on new control error (QFI algorithm structure on line in 
Figure 4). QGA in Figure 5 for this case recommended the 
spatial quantum correlation as was early received in [1,2]. 
6. Discussion
The described design method of ICS based on 
QAG-approach let to achieve global robustness in the 
case of unpredicted control situations in online using new 
types of computational intelligence toolkit as quantum 
and soft computing and based on computational resource 
of classical computers. The introduced model of QFI is a 
new type of quantum search algorithm based on sophis-
ticated structure of quantum genetic algorithm embedded 
in its structure. Such on an approach to the solution of 
robust control design problems of classical nonlinear con-
trol objects (in general globally unstable and essentially 
nonlinear) is considered as benchmark for effective ap-
plication of developed design information technology of 
ICS [4, 6-8]. The results of simulation and experiment show 
unconventional (for classical Boolean logic) conclusion: 
from response of two non-robust imperfect KB of FCs in 
the structure of ICS on Figure 2 with new quantum search 
algorithm QFI based on QGA possible to design in online 
robust quantum FC. 
With RQGA based on reduced Grover’s QSA used 
spatial quantum correlation between two coefficient gain 
schedules of FCs in Figure 2 and quantum self-organiza-
tion of imperfect KBs in online effectively on classical 
standard chip realized and described on concrete example. 
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This synergetic information effect has pure quantum na-
ture, used hidden in classical states quantum information as 
additional information resource and does not have classi-
cal analogy. 
Remark. Figure 29 demonstrates one of new possible 
approaches to design intelligent cognitive control system 
applying quantum robotic communications and BCI-sys-
tem as in case of a chess game with quantum - like deci-
sion making. 
Figure 29. Prototype of hybrid intelligent cognitive con-
trol system with BCI and robotic quantum-like decision 
making systems
Future applications are correlated with the development 
of hybrid intelligent cognitive emotion control system as 
the cognitive control system based on “Brain - Computer 
- Interface” (BCI) and quantum - like decision making 
models [57] applying robotic - human interactions with 
quantum knowledge exchanging and communications as 
“brain-to-brain” and so on. These approaches apply quan-
tum deep machine learning with quantum neural network 
and quantum genetic algorithms for designing the syn-
ergetic information control of intelligent robotic swarm 
with entangled states and knowledge exchanging, and free 
energy principle of human being emotion with minimum 
generalized entropy production [58]. In Part II of this article 
the applications of intelligent cognitive control system 
presented on Figure 29 discussed. 
7. Conclusions
o Self-organized man-made intelligent port-controlled 
Hamiltonian systems are described as quantum control 
algorithm.
o Structure of QFI model [35] based on QGA as the 
particular case of general quantum control algorithm of 
self-organization is introduced.
o Quantum supremacy of intelligent cognitive control 
with information-thermodynamic trade-off distribution [36] 
of main control qualities for micro-nanorobotics demon-
strated. 
o New circuit implementation design method of quan-
tum gates for fast classical efficient simulation of QAs is 
developed. Benchmarks of design application as Grover’s 
QSA and QFI based on QGA demonstrated. Applications 
of QAG approach in intelligent control systems with 
quantum self-organization of imperfect knowledge bases 
are described on concrete examples. 
o The results demonstrate the effective application pos-
sibility of end-to-end quantum technologies and quantum 
computational intelligence toolkit based on quantum soft 
computing for the solution of intractable classical and 
algorithmically unsolved problems as design of global 
robustness of ICS in unpredicted control situations and 
intelligent robotics.
o Efficient simulation on classical computer quantum 
soft computing algorithms, robust fuzzy control based 
on quantum genetic (evolutionary) algorithms and quan-
tum fuzzy neural networks (that can realize as modified 
Grover’s QSA), AI-problems as quantum gate simulation 
approaches and quantum deep learning, quantum optimi-
zation in Part II are considered.
o Thus, positive application results of mutual tech-
nologies based on soft and quantum computing give the 
possibility of application Feymann - Manin thesis to study 
classical physical system as inverse problem “quantum 
control system - classical control object” solve effectively 
classical intractable and algorithmic unsolved problems.
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Appendix 1. Interrelation between principles of max-
imum work value generation and minimum entropy 
production: Hamilton-Jacobi equation approach 
Power of information-thermodynamic approaches for 
the analysis of dynamic systems demonstrated in many 
publications [8-12,17-24,37-55]. This Appendix 1 concentrate the 
attention on quantum supremacy of the extraction work 
from quantum hidden information that applied as the in-
formation-thermodynamic force in intelligent cognitive 
controllers embedded in the structure of smart control sys-
tems. 
The definition principle of system maximal work 






































 1max),(maxmax  (A1.1)
In (A1.1) the function ),( TTL   is a Lagrangian function 
of a dynamic system. 

















Thus, problems of the maximum released work is 
equivalent to the associated problem of the minimum en-

































TcWTTI τττ 1maxmax),,,( ],[  (A1.4)
control the maximum work delivery. It is clear that the 
quantity I in Equation (A1.4) describes the extremal value 







































 1max),(maxmax  (A1.5)
whose extremal value is the function ),,,( ffii TTI ττ .
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the maximum work 

















































Therefore, the variational front-end problem for the 
maximum work W is equivalent to the variational fixed-
end problem of the minimum entropy production. 
Example: Thermodynamic work extraction with infor-
mation gain. During the isothermal expansion, work is 
performed by the particle while moving the barrier (which 
could be extracted by e.g. attaching a pulley and weight to 
the barrier). The total work performed during the isother-







k TW dV k T
V
= =∫  and 
this work is gained by a full conversion from heat energy 
to work. Conservation of energy shows that, since the 
initial and final state is identical with the same energy, W 
= −Q. If the heat capacity of the environment was not in-
finite, the work extracted per cycle would be smaller than 
kBT log2 since the final state would have lower energy 
than the initial one. Nevertheless, by continually repeating 
the process the heat bath would eventually be completely 
drained of energy, all of which would be converted to use-
ful work. Szilard emphasized the necessity of performing 
a measurement for the engine to work. He connected the 
apparent violation of the second law with the state of the 
demon’s knowledge, and believed that their solution to the 
paradox was due to some hidden entropic cost associated 
with the measurement.
There are three main approaches to explain the appar-
ent violation of the second law that Maxwell’s demon and 
the Szilard engine implies. 
1. The first approach focuses on the role of fluctuations, 
which are usually ignored in the idealized thought-experi-
ments but will always be present in real systems. 
2. The second approach follows Szilard’s own belief and 
focuses on the entropic cost of performing measurements. 
3. The third approach focuses on the fact that the de-
mon has to store the information it obtains about the sys-
tem. Unless this information is deleted, the final state 
of the universe will not be identical to the initial state. 
The third approach focuses on the cost of deleting this 
memory. 
The second law of thermodynamics places constraints 
on state transformations. A proper definition of the second 
law of thermodynamics is that entropy cannot spontaneous-
ly decrease when averaged over a suitable timescale. What 
constitutes a suitable time-scale depends on the relaxation time 
of the system in question and is difficult to define in a general 
way. A quantitative description of the connection between 
fluctuations and the second law was given in 1993, when 
Evans et. al introduced the fluctuation theorem. The theorem 
is actually a group of closely connected theorems, one of 
which relates the probability of observing a time-averaged 
entropy production of magnitude ∆S, to the probabili-








= ≥ −∆  
. Since the right side is always 
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positive and larger than 1, the probability to observe 
fluctuations that temporarily "violate" the second law is 
always less or equal to the ones that obey it. Moreover, 
the relative probability of producing and consuming en-
tropy increases exponentially with the amount of entropy 
change. Since entropy is extensive, the fluctuation theo-
rem also shows that the probability to observe negative 
entropy fluctuations goes to zero for macroscopic systems. 
If Q is the average heat absorbed by the system under the 
transformation, the total entropy production (i.e., system + 
environment) is then given by
( )tot f i
S
S S S Qβ
∆
∆ = − −

.
According to the second law of thermodynam-
ic, total entropy change is bounded below at zero 
0totS S Qβ∆ ≥ → ∆ ≥ . A physical process which achieves 
equality in this bound, is considered a thermodynamically 
reversible process. Notice that the flow of entropy be-
tween system and bath is possible for reversible processes, 
if the amount of heat absorbed by the system is equal to 
its entropy change. This is because the absorption of heat 
by the system results in a decrease in the environment en-
tropy according to envS Qβ∆ = − .
Example: Quantum thermodynamic force and work 
extraction. It is known that negative work W∆  can 
be extracted from an isothermal cycle with a feed-
back  controller and due the measurement the change 
in the entropy of the system can be expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( ):measS H X M H X I X M∆ = − = −  and ( ) ( ) ( )lnxH X x xρ ρ= −∑  
( ) ( ) ( )lnxH X x xρ ρ= −∑  is the Shannon entropy and ( ):I X M  Is the mutual 
information between the state of the system and the mea-
surement M outcome. Thus, while the amount of mutual 
information ( ):I X M  is positive then the controller causes 
the entropy of the system to decrease. It is means that the 
presence of the controller expected to lead to extracting 
https://doi.org/10.30564/aia.v3i2.3171
more work from the system that what expected. The con-
troller can be incorporated into the Second Law as the 
following 
( )1
1 :W F I Xβ ρ
β
∆ ≥ ∆ −  and ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1 11: :kI X S H p H Xρ ρ ρβ  = − + 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1 11: :kI X S H p H Xρ ρ ρβ  = − +  ,
where 1ρ  is the state of the system at some time 1t , 
( )1S ρ  is the von Neumann entropy, ( ) lnk k kkH p p p= −∑  
is the Shannon entropy content and 
( )1 1 1: lnk k k kkH X Tr D D D Dρ ρ ρ = −  ∑ , 
( ) [ ]† ,k k k k kD M M p Tr D ρ= =
are positive operator value-measure. The time deriva-
tive of these three terms give the result for extraction of 
work with controller as following: 
( )1 1 1 1
1 ln ln ln
contr
irr
k k k k k kk
k
dW Tr p p Tr D D D D
dt
ρ ρ ρ ρ
β
 = + −    ∑ ∑  .
Thus, there are three quantum thermodynamic forces 
responsible for the extra work done during the process. 
Since the work is given by the change in the internal, we 
can obtain
( ) ( ) ( )1 1, 0 ,0KL T can T KL canW F D Dα α ρ ρ α α ρ ρ α− −   = ∆ + −   
where an inverse temperature as α, the conservation 
of the Gibbs-Shannon entropy in a thermally isolat-
ed Hamiltonian system apply, i.e., ( ) ( )0TS Sρ ρ=  and 
( ) ( ) ( )0TF F Fα α α∆ ≡ −  is  the change in the Helm-
holtz free energy of the system. Work inequality can be 
achieved as: ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 ,0KL can LBW F D Wα α ρ ρ α α−  ≥ ∆ − ≡ 
, where the lower bound for the work denoted as ( )LBW α . 
Thus, there exists a best value for α; namely, the value for 
which ( )LBW α  is a maximum.
